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News Release

Siemens manufactures first Thameslink bogie
The first bogie for the Siemens Desiro City Thameslink train has been completed at
Siemens’ global bogie manufacturing centre in Graz, Austria. Subject to contract
close with the Department for Transport, the SF7000 bogie will be used on the
Thameslink trains route from 2015.
Designs for the new Desiro City train chosen for Thameslink were started back in
early 2007. Siemens’ SF7000 bogie is a complex assembly consisting of highly
reliable components and subsystems 1 already used in Siemens’ bogies in both the
UK and international markets. The SF7000 is a lighter weight bogie optimised to
meet the performance specification and functionality of the UK rail network and the
requirements of the Thameslink route. The SF7000 will now start testing at both the
Graz plant and at Siemens unique Wildenrath test centre in Germany, where it will
run on dedicated tracks night and day accumulating one million miles of operation
before passenger services commence.
The Graz facility is the world's biggest research, development and production centre
for bogies. The factory produced the highly reliable Siemens Desiro UK bogies which
were designed, manufactured and tested within two years, incorporating many
proven features of comparable bogie applications from the international market.
Popular Desiro UK trains now operate widely across the United Kingdom and the
fleet’s bogies have clocked up over two billion miles of operational service.
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While the term 'bogies' is frequently used broadly, bogies are complex assemblies
consisting of many subsystems including: running gear; wheel set guidance and primary
suspension; bogie frame; secondary suspension; tractive force transfer: bogie - car body
interface; traction motor drive; bogie-mounted brake equipment; piping and cabling and
additional equipment.

Steve Scrimshaw, managing director of Siemens Rail Systems in the UK and North
West Europe, said: “This is an important landmark for the Desiro City train and the
Thameslink project. The SF7000 bogie is an evolution of the current Desiro UK bogie
used on over 350 Desiro UK trains. Siemens committed to manufacturing the first
bogie for Thameslink trains by the end of 2011 and this has been successfully
achieved. We continue to make good progress on all aspects of the Thameslink
project and look forward to reaching contractual and financial close early in 2012.
Modern infrastructure operators and train operating companies demand the
incorporation of the latest innovation based on proven technologies into bogie
design. This has driven all manufacturers to use modern design and manufacturing
techniques to develop bogies with significant reductions in weight. The SF7000 bogie
has a welded bogie frame produced using state-of-the art robotic welding technology.
The bogie’s lighter weight combined with other features contribute to reduced whole
life, whole system costs and improved running behaviour for operators, including less
track damage.
At Graz Siemens makes bogies for metros, tram cars, multiple units, high-speed
trains and locomotives for markets all over the world. Since 1995, Siemens has built
and delivered 33,500 bogies for its customers worldwide. Siemens has invested in
the establishment of its own wheelset facility at Graz allowing the company to source
axles, wheels, brake disks and other components from various suppliers and
assemble the wheelsets itself, rather than relying on the supply chain.
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